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biometry are laborious and inefficient." In their place he describes methods,
admittedly crude, which serve well for exploratory investigations. These
include standardized photographs, pictorialized scatter diagrams, ideo-
graphs, hybrid indices, and "radiate indicators." Properly used, these seem
not to be laborious or inefficient; more important perhaps is their appeal to
many non-mathematical biologists. Anderson shows interesting examples
of their use in deducing the characteristics of an unknown species which
had introgressively hybridized with another.
The most disappointing feature of the book is its strict limitation to
plants; probably the author was wise in recognizing his limitations, but the
possibilities in zoology and anthropology are most intriguing. On the other
hand, Anderson's enthusiasm and preoccupation with multiple factor
inheritance may have somewhat distorted his perspective. No doubt
Burbank would have chortled. At any rate, here seems to be a handbook
for the new hybridist.
W. F. HOLLANDER
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It is remarkable, and probably significant, that a special text dealing with
the use of carbon isotopes in biochemistry has appeared in the brief time
which has elapsed since the carbon isotopes have become generally available.
The haste with which this book was written is apparent in the lack of
polish of the style of its writing. In spite of this shortcoming, the important
subjects of measurement of mass and radioactivity, organic synthesis,
sample preparation, and criteria of purity have been carefully, although
briefly, treated.
There is little doubt in the reviewer's mind that many biochemists are
inhibited, in their desire to employ tracer techniques, by the problems of
organic synthesis with which they must deal. From this point of view
Isotopic Carbon is encouraging and, indeed, stimulating. Often overlooked,
but of equal importance, are those aspects of tracer methodology which are
concerned with the establishment of purity of materials. This subject is
adequately outlined in a separate chapter of the text.
In view of the manipulative skill required in order to synthesize organic
isotopic compounds, and the painstaking techniques necessary to establish
the purity of labelled material, the reviewer does not share the opinion
of the authors, who are "convinced that isotopic carbon as a tracer will
soon find its place as a routine tool . . ." It is already apparent that a new
species of chemist has arisen to deal exclusively with the unique problems
which are continually appearing in tracer work. Nevertheless, Isotopic
Carbon will encourage many who are serious in their desire to investigate
their particular problems by means of isotope methods.
H. D. HOBERMAN